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Far from the well-trodden tourist trail of Dubrovnik, Split and Hvar, 
another Croatia lies in wait. Take the time to discover its 
electrifying capital, fairy-tale castles and secret coves on  

a northern road trip around the eastern Adriatic

WORDS MIKE MACEACHERAN @MikeMacEacheran PHOTOGRAPHS JUSTIN FOULKES @justinfoulkes
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Croatia



Savour street life in 
Zagreb, from markets 
and coffee shops to a 
lantern-lit, late-night 
pub crawl

T HE CHURCH BELLS CHIME OVER THE RED-TILED 
roofs of Gornji Grad-Medveščak as the morning’s 
commute across the Old Town begins. Office 

workers dash beneath Viennese baroque façades. 
Jam-packed trams glide past Tito-era Communist 
blocks. Latecomers guzzle Bosnian pastries and 
students linger at a Roman stone fountain before class. 
Watching over it all astride a stallion is Josip Jelačić, a 
folk hero and figurehead for Croatia’s independence 
movement, his achievements now immortalised in 
bronze on Ban Jelačić Square.

It’s cultural history such as this that makes Zagreb 
so engrossing to explore. At Dolac Market, traders 
peddle souvenirs from stalls hung with marionettes, 
wooden toys and gingerbread hearts as they have 
done for centuries. Atop Lotrščak Tower, a canon is 
fired every midday to remind the city’s bell-ringers  
to get to work, while worshippers bow piously at the 
country’s ecclesiastical masterpiece, the monumental 
sandstone Zagreb Cathedral.

None of this, however, would be possible without 
another venerated tradition: the brewing of dark, 
Turkish-style coffee. At the forefront of this scene is 
Cogito Coffee, a startup with a roastery in a restored 
light-bulb factory. ‘No one works until they’ve had at 
least two cups,’ says owner Matija Belković, making a 
double-shot espresso. ‘Four is normal and without it 
Zagreb would grind to a halt.’

Coffee addiction is just one modern quirk in Zagreb, 
but so, too, somewhat ironically, is its affection for 
Croatian scientist Nikola Tesla. The 19th-century 
physicist transformed daily life with his invention  
of the alternating-current (AC) electric system,  
but only visited Zagreb once; arriving in 1892 
to convince Parliament to help finance 
his proposals. Despite failing to  
do so, his legacy is celebrated 
by two namesake bars and  
an evocative graffiti mural, 
where he appears 

Above right: Pop-up 
beach cabanas bring a 
touch of summer to the 
Old Town. Right: The city’s 
favourite sons, including 
Nikola Tesla, are 
immortalised in murals
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STAY
Where once Orient Express 
passengers alighted on their 
journey to Istanbul stands  
the Art Nouveau Esplanade 
Zagreb Hotel (from £99; 
esplanade.hr). Facing Zagreb 
train station, it’s a throwback 
to the 1920s, when the 
glamorous property was the 
richest in town. It still has a 
piano bar, emerald ballroom 
and the first-class restaurant 
Zinfadel’s. The rooms are the 
fanciest in Zagreb, too. 

Baristas Dina Habulin and Sara Cehman at 
Cogito Coffee. Left: A tongue-in-cheek art 
work beneath an historic gas lamp. Above 
left: A window onto the Old Town. Above: 
Zagreb’s 15th-century Kaptol Tower
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¶ Cogito Coffee (Ulica Jurja Žerjavića 7; 
cogitocoffee.com)

¶ Rakhia Bar (Ulica Tkalčićeva 45)

Explore the fairytale landscape of the castle-strewn 
northeast, taste zero-mile farm produce and drink 
wine straight from the cellar barrel

‘CAN YOU HEAR IT?’ WHISPERS GUIDE 
Tomica Forko, listening intently for 
something he has heard many times 

before. It’s late afternoon and a hush has fallen 
over Veliki Tabor Castle. The air feels fraught 
and outside a thunderstorm is ready to break on 
the horizon. ‘Sometimes when I close the gates 
at night, I can hear a ghostly howl, like someone 
calling me,’ he says, with a glint in his eye. ‘It can 
be creepy, but that’s just Veronika. She’s an old 
friend – and she’s always around.’ 

With an echo of Shakespeare’s Romeo and 
Juliet, the 15th-century romance between 
peasant girl Veronika of Desinić and Frederick 
II, Count of Celje, is legend in Croatia. As 
Tomica tells it, after falling in love and 
secretly marrying Frederick, Veronika was 
accused of witchcraft, then drowned in a large 
wooden vat following trial. As a poignant 
reminder, she was sealed for eternity inside 
the castle walls. ‘Superstitions run deep in 
Zagorje and we keep our stories,’ Tomica 
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alongside Zagreb’s other greatest minds: Eduard Penkala, who 
patented the fountain pen and hot-water bottle, and David 
Schwarz, the creator of the first airship.

Zagreb wasn’t electrified until 1907 and a stroll through the 
Old Town at dusk reveals why: every corner has a gas lamp. 
Introduced in 1863, the lamps still number 214 in total and each 
is hand-lit every night to continue the city’s 155-year-old ritual. 

This is just the beginning of Zagreb’s night-time spectacle. 
Beneath the green-gold spire of St Mary’s Church, Tkalčićeva 
Street is picking up from where it left off the night before, with 
bar after bar growing steadily livelier. Until WWI, virtually 
every house on this boulevard was a brothel, but it now pulls  
in a different sort of crowd. Many are here to try rakija, a fruit 
brandy and Croatian firewater. At Rakhia Bar, a rainbow of shots 
is being poured by bartender Helena Hrastov. First cherry, then 
dried plum, apple and cinnamon, lavender, walnut, strawberry 
and – lastly – mistletoe. ‘My grandmother drinks a shot every 
morning to clear her throat, so this is almost family routine,’ 
says Helena. As every night finishes with rakija, so the next day 
begins again with strong coffee. Small wonder it’s needed. 

GAS LAMPLIGHTER PROFILE:  
ŠAŠA ALAVANJA 
Zagreb lays claim to some of the most peculiar 
job titles in Europe. There’s the Old Town 
cannon operator and driver of the world’s 
shortest funicular, and gas lamplighter Šaša 
Alavanja, who’s been doing this for 17 years. 
‘In summer, I switch the lamps on around 7pm, 
then switch them off at 5am,’ he told us, before 
his nightly 2½ hour shift. ‘They have gas lamps 
in London and Berlin, but Zagreb is the only 
place where we still manually light them.’

ULTIMATE CITY VIEW:  
ZAGREB 360°
Don’t miss the head-swivelling 
panorama from the 16th-floor 
observation deck of the city’s 
only downtown skyscraper 

(entry £7; zagreb360.hr). Take 
your tripod for close-ups of the 

Old Town sunset, then grab a drink 
from the bar. From here, we bar-

hopped to just-visible Rakhia Bar.



says. ‘The previous owners never slept lying 
down, because they were scared the devil 
would come to take them away.’ 

Such tales offer a glimpse into the hidden 
life of Zagorje, a region on few travellers’ 
itineraries. The topsy-turvy landscape of 
castle-topped hills, huddled Red Riding Hood 
cottages, Hansel and Gretel chimneys and 
wolf-filled forests are the Grimm Brothers 
fables sprung to life. It was once a lawless 
place of bandits and battles, the nexus of a 
contested trading route between the Ottoman 
and Habsburg empires, but a road trip today  
is interrupted only by necessary detours.  
Stop offs at bucolic pony farms, rolling 
vineyards and zero-mile-philosophy 
restaurants are a must. 

Beneath the apple trees at nearby Grešna 
Gorica, on a tract of land known as Sinful Hill, 
an accordionist entertains the lunchtime 
crowd with stirring folk melodies. Plates  

of smoked prosciutto and pumpkin-seed 
cheese are passed around, followed by duck 
breast mlinci (scalded pasta soaked in  
fat) and štrukli, a cottage-cheese soufflé 

baked with sweet cream. Devilishly stodgy, it 
is a Zagorje speciality, but proves too much for 
one table. Appetites defeated, they saunter off 
to admire the view: a panorama of cornfields 
and fluted mountains marking the frontier 
with eastern Slovenia.

Zagorje’s commitment to its farm-to-fork 
food scene extends to its love affair with 
homegrown wine. Every half-timbered house 
has a plot of dense vines bookended by a klet,  
a small house for secret drinking with friends. 
Sun-facing graševina and glossy chardonnay 
are the best examples of the area’s terroir,  
and their undulating furrows unfold as far as 
the eye can see at Vuglec Breg, a pension and 
winery in the neighbouring valley.

‘Our cellar is too small for what we produce, 
so you could say we’re not drinking enough,’ 
says winemaker Jasminka Šaško, entering the 
dimly lit cellar for an end-of-day tipple. Inside, 
there are overflowing crates and chalked-up 
barrels, and as the solid oak door clicks shut 
she pops a bottle. A moment of contemplation 
and her glass is soon empty. ‘Ukusno vino!’ 
she says. Delicious wine.

¶ Veliki Tabor Castle 
(entry with tour £18; 
veliki-tabor.hr) 

¶ Grešna Gorica 
(mains from £6; 
gresna-gorica.hr)
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Left: Veliki Tabor Castle. Below: A platter of 
cheese and charcuterie at Grešna Gorica, 

Croatia’s first agritourism restaurant

STAY
At the end of a single-track road edged 
by orchards, rustic Vuglec Breg (from 
£65; vuglec-breg.hr) is typical of 
Zagorje. In the main house, there is  
a terrace restaurant and wine cellar, 
while in touching distance of the grapes 
are wood-framed cottages and rooms 
with vineyard views. 

JOSIP BROZ TITO’S 
BIRTHPLACE 
The Communist leader still polarises 
opinion in the Balkans, not that you’d 
know at the thatched-roof farmstead in 
the village of Kumrovec where Tito was 
born. The house where he spent his first 
15 years has become a pilgrimage site, 
while the village has been turned into 
Muzeju Staro Selo, a living museum 
where a small community live like they 
did a century ago (entry £3; mss.mhz.hr).

The story of Croatian ice wine starts in 
the backyard of winemaker Boris Drenški, 

who made his first bottle by accident after an 
especially cold winter blanketed his crop in snow. 

‘My hands were freezing when I picked the grapes, 
but I thought it was a fun experiment,’ he told us over 
a glass of homegrown Bodren Pinot Blanc Icewine. 
The rest is history, as Boris now makes 6,000 bottles 

a year. ‘No-one else does this, so you could call 
me the most unconventional winemaker in 
Croatia.’ What impressed us the most? It 

takes Boris 30kg of grapes to make 
just one bottle of the sweet 

stuff (bodren.hr).

ICE WINE



In Cape 
Kamenjak, bike 
off-grid trails to  
quiet coves, laze on 
limestone terraces 
and drink in the 
sunset at barefoot 
beach bars

Cycling trails on Cape 
Kamenjak wind through thick 
forests as well as hugging the 

unspoilt coastline

AN INSIDER’S GUIDE TO PULA 
AMPHITHEATRE 
Among the sixth largest Roman amphitheatres, Pula’s 
Augustan-era venue (entry £6; ami-pula.hr) is one of the 
finest example of Roman architecture anywhere. Count 
72 limestone arches, 64 windows, seating for 23,000 
and an underground warren of cells and cages, 
which once held bloodthirsty gladiators and 
lions. The arena hosts stripped-back opera and 
rock concerts in summer – from Aida to Elton 
John – a world apart from the hedonistic 
concession stands during Roman 
times. We were surprised to learn 
spectators could place bets 
and entertain prostitutes 
while watching 
the show.
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THE ELBOW-SHAPED PENINSULA OF  
Istria encompasses a succession of 
outstanding landscapes from the interior 

mountains to the sea. There are the fortified 
towns that rollercoaster from Grožnjan to 
Motovun, the truffle-rich forests of the Mirna 
Valley and the Venetian-style bell towers that 
accent the west coast. It is, however, at the 
region’s southernmost tip where the 
promontory makes its ultimate reveal. 

Nine miles south of the city of Pula, Cape 
Kamenjak is unlike any other nature reserve 
in the Balkans. It is a jackpot destination  
with undeveloped pebbly bays and bleached 
limestone terraces, perfect for sunbathing 
next to lizards. At pine-shaded Plovanije 
Beach, couples snooze in hammocks, while 
dinky sailboats put-put into Portić Bay, 
leaving kayakers to sway gently in their wake. 
Out on the rocks, a dishevelled shag cools off 
in the heat, its wings outstretched, messiah-
like, to the summer wind.

The cape’s other draw is its rich biodiversity. 
Here, Aleppo pine thickets and fragrant 
maquis are a refuge for 30 species of rare 
orchid. Wild pigs, stone marten, bats, 
butterflies and deer hide out in a tangle of 
gorse, and beachcombers turn paleontologists 
on the hunt for fossils left by dinosaurs that 
roamed the area 90 million years ago. To  
date, as many as 148 prints have been found, 
most cast into the rocks across the strait on 
Fenoliga Island, accessible by kayak.

By late afternoon, most kayakers are too  
hot to paddle and have abandoned their craft 
on Fenoliga’s shore. Where the coast ends,  
a pine-clad dirt track leads into thick forest 
before disappearing in shadow. At the top,  
the rattle of cicadas is suddenly disturbed  
by the jangling sound of bike tyres 
freewheeling at speed. 

‘If you go faster, it’s easier,’ calls mountain-
bike guide Andrea Kliba from the front of  
a chasing pack. Before long, the trail turns 
from scorched limestone to sand, leaving the 
backwoods for the tight contours of the coast 
and a wide open sky. Golden sunlight reveals  
a stone lighthouse and the blurry contours of 

Velebit, 
the largest 
mountain 
range in Croatia. 
‘This is my yellow brick road,’ says Andrea, 
hitting the brakes above a buffed-blonde 
beach. ‘Sometimes I stay to watch pods of 
bottlenose dolphins do laps here. If we wait, 
we may get lucky.’

Farther along the shore at Kolombarica 
Beach, the spectacle is equally thrilling. At 
Safari Bar, a cult bamboo beach shack with all 

the rigging of a marooned pirate ship, it’s time 
for gyros (kebabs) and cold beers. A shirtless 
mob spills out to the heat-baked rocks to 
watch the afternoon sport: daredevil cliff 
jumping. Explosive splashes appear on the 
water below and as the risk-takers flop one by 
one, tumbling as if dominoes, the audience 
erupts for one particular backflip. ‘Higher next 
time!’ cries a mouthy onlooker. ‘Try a double!’

There’s a blood moon forecast tonight, and 
by the time the revellers leave, the beach bar 
has closed and a fiery-red glow hangs in the 
sky. The only other light comes from a stream 
of bike lamps, zigzagging through the forest 
like fireflies. Squinting in the dark, it’s just 
possible to make out that all the riders are still 
in their swimwear.

STAY
In the village of Premantura, on  
the edge of the Kamenjak reserve,  
Hotel Premantura Resort (from £90; 
premantura-resort.hr) has a series of 
sparsely decorated rooms laid out in  
a horseshoe around an eye-catching 
swimming pool. The balcony views from 
the rooms are a treat, too.

¶ Jistra Adventures (bike hire 
£10 per day, bike tours from 
£30, kayak tours from £55; 
bikespot.com.hr)



Cres town’s marina. Top right: With a 
speedboat hired for the day, you can 
stop at one of the hundreds of beachy 

coves and dive in
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Discover the Adriatic as it once 
was on the off-grid island of Cres, 
a place where nature continues to 

have the upper hand

THERE IS ONE CORRECT WAY TO SEE  
the wild coves of Istria and that’s by 
speedboat. On a brilliant blue morning  

at the marina in the town of Cres, Captain Erik 
Bakija is hauling in the anchor ahead of a day at 
sea with his passengers. The motor buzzes to 
life and the harbour’s pastel houses shrink with 
each wave as the boat skims across the Kvarner 
Gulf. Everywhere the shine of the water has a 
hint of Adriatic magic. 

Days have started this way for centuries. 
Holidaymakers may dip in and out, but the 
sailors of Cres remain fiercely proud of their 

waters. In particular, the west coast teems 
with remote inlets, rugged cliffs, powder-blue 
grottoes and pine-shaded beaches. ‘Do you 
like my office?’ Erik says, turning us towards 
glimmering Sveti Ivan Bay. 

If Hvar, Brač or Vis are Croatia’s holiday-
brochure covers, then Cres is its forgotten 
back page. At 40 miles long and up to seven 
miles wide, it is the second-largest island in 
the country, marked by Roman roads and 
ghost villages. There are more than 500 
beach-skirted coves free of sun umbrellas, 
caves and stops for the boat captain, too, when 
everyone strips off and lunges overboard. ‘In 
Spain, they have siestas, but we have fjaka,’ 
says Erik, lying back to dry-off in the sun. 
‘This is the art of being happy doing nothing. 
Today I have a bad case of chronic fjaka-itis.’

Striking a pose above, as though waiting for 
a painter with an easel, is the once-fortified 
hamlet of Lubenice, accessible to 

STAY
An olive’s throw from Cres 
marina, Villa Neho is one of a 
number of simple guesthouses 
tucked away in the warren of 
traffic-free lanes. It’s popular 
with Italians, and justifiably so 
for its helpful staff and from-the-
garden breakfasts, including  
the freshest coffee in town  
(from £89: villaneho.com).
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mike maceacheran writes regularly for Lonely 
Planet magazine. He fell under the spell of Istria 
and Cres, and plans to return as soon as possible. 

¶ Speedboat hire (around £175 a day, 
including skipper; tzg-cres.hr)

¶ Beli Rescue Centre (entry £3.50; 
belivisitorcentre.eu)

LUNCH LIKE AN OLIGARCH
Splash out at Na Moru da 

Giordano in Valun on Cres, a 
favourite restaurant of Chelsea 
FC owner and Russian tycoon 
Roman Abramovich. While we 
were there, the Beckhams 

pulled up in their yacht. For 
better or worse, we had to leave 

before they arrived.

seafaring visitors once the boat has anchored in knee-deep 
water. From the beach, a dusty trail leads up onto a ridge to 
reveal a scattering of shuttered-up houses divided by dry stone 
walls. Here, the four residents and nine crumbling churches 
are outnumbered by wildflowers and thousands of sheep.

The land curves 25 miles north to the hamlet of Beli, before 
entering the temperate Tramuntana forest, where hikers and 
birdwatchers may catch a sight of the rare griffon vulture. 
Often spotted above the tree line, the scavengers are 
characterised by cream-white ruffs, sparkling yellow eyes and 
a predisposition to nest precariously on the nearby sea cliffs.  
Of the 97 breeding pairs, many perch just 10m above the waves.

‘This is their island and we need to respect that,’ says 
Tomislav Anić, manager of the Beli Rescue Centre, which is 
involved in the protection of the birds, peering over the cliff 
edge. A frenzied chattering, like that of gossiping teenagers 

disturbs the silence and the wildlife guide fixes his binoculars 
on a pair in a softly lit crag. ‘They’re edgy because they know 
we’re watching,’ he says. Moments later, they take to the air.

Only when dusk falls do the vultures return to their eyries to 
feast, basking in the hazy sun. Another sign that fjaka is a way 
of life for all, feathered or not.

Above: Freshly caught 
and grilled lunch at Na 

Moru da Giordano. 
Main picture, right: 
Lubenice at sunset.  

Inset: A griffon vulture. 
Right: Tomislav Bandera 

Anić,  manager of the 
Beli Rescue Centre, 

overlooking nests on 
Cres’ northeastern coast
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PLAN YOUR TRIP

WHAT WE LEARNED  
ALONG THE WAY

¶Following a tradition set by previous 
presidents, current leader Kolinda Grabar-

Kitarović lives in a regular Zagreb apartment, 
rather than an official state mansion. Not 

familiar? Think back to the FIFA World Cup in 
Russia, when she wore her team’s 

checkerboard national strip.

¶Tighten your drinking boots: on a busy 
night, it’s not uncommon for a rakija bar to 

sell in excess of 500 shots.

¶The car ferries to Cres from Brestova and 
Valbiska can – unpredictably – work in your 
favour. The low-season schedule is every  

90 minutes, but in peak season they load-up 
every half an hour. 

HOW DO I GET THERE?
Zagreb is the best 
access point for 

entry to northern 
Croatia and is served 
by a number of 
airlines from the UK, 
including British 

Airways and Croatia 
Airlines. The city of Pula 

on the Istrian coast is another 
good option with flights from Jet2. 
For nonstop flights to Pula, Jet2 
has schedules from five UK 
airports, with a return from 
London Stansted costing from 
£70 (jet2.com).

WHAT’S MY ROUTE?
This itinerary works best if 
you fly in and out of Zagreb, 
giving yourself enough 
time to tour 
the north’s 
castles and 
vineyards, 
before 
hitting the 

highway for the beaches in the 
west. It’s possible to complete this 
trip within a week, but that would 
be an unnecessary rush; give 
yourself a minimum of 10 days to 
tune in to Adriatic time. Hiring a 
rental car is also essential to 
tick-off many of the out-the-way 
spots – there are dozens of on-site 
suppliers at Zagreb’s Franjo 
Tuđman Airport 
(from £58; 
alamo.co.uk). 

WHEN IS 
THE BEST 
TIME TO GO?
June to August sees a spike in 
arrivals and as Croatia claims the 
title of most tourists per head of 
population, it pays to plan the 
timing of your trip wisely. August 
is when most Austrians and 
Italians take their holiday, and 
numbers swell during this time. 
Shoulder months May and 
September are the most 
rewarding for weather, each 

benefitting from the islands’ 
seasonal olive and wine harvests. 
To enjoy the beaches of Kamenjak 
and Cres in solitude, consider April 
or October.

WHAT SHOULD  
I BUDGET?
Unlike big-hitters Dubrovnik and 
Split, northern Croatia travels  

easy on the wallet, 
particularly so in 
Zagorje, which  
has yet to be 
discovered by 
Adriatic regulars.  

In Zagreb, a double in 
the thick of the Old Town at a 
four-star boutique should cost 
around £80-£100 per night, while 
a blow-the-budget suite with 
Jacuzzi and sauna can be as 
affordable as £145. Eating is also 
great value, particularly the farther 
inland your travel, but be wary of 
inflated prices on the coast. 
Sometimes belly-hugging boat-
to-bar seafood can easily top-out 

at £25-£35 for a main course 
There is in-airport car hire, but 
cheaper prices can be found 
off-airport and a free shuttle bus 
is provided (from £85 for a week; 
hiperrentacar.com). 

WHERE CAN I GET 
MORE INFORMATION?
Our Croatia guidebook (£14.99) 
covers everything you need for 
this trip. Individual chapters can 

be downloaded 
separately (£2.99). 
For further 
information, see 
the Croatia tourist 
board website 
(croatia.hr).

HEADS-UP
The Pop-Up Summer Garden is 
a festival of music, art, food and 

drink running June to mid-
September in Zagreb. It will be 
back for its third year in 2019 

(popupgarden.org).


